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The Community Coalition On Drug Awareness (C-CODA)  is a community-based program             

in Bozeman, Montana that is providing resources and evidence-based strategies to reduce        

underage drinking, excessive drinking, tobacco use, impaired driving, and illegal drug use   

throughout Southwest Montana. 

The abuse of drugs is not a harmless personal decision: there are real, long-lasting, and            

devastating outcomes for those who abuse drugs and for their families, friends, and                  

communities.  And for some, the outcome may be lethal. 

C-CODA is targeting Substance Use Disorders in prevention planning, reporting, and identifying 

areas that the community should consider for action.  

The C-CODA website and the purchase of Prescription Drug Take-Back Boxes at 5 locations in 

Southwest Montana are funded by the Elks National Foundation Beacon Grant.  

 

Learn More > http://c-coda.org/prescription_drugs 
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Montana DUI Task Forces and Judges DUI Survey Analysis  

And Recommendations  

In January 2018, 147 members of 15 Montana county DUI Task Forces and 46 lower court judges were  
surveyed to learn their concerns about the state’s DUI problem, and what could be done about it.  

Findings of that survey were analyzed and recommendations developed based upon those findings and the 
recommendations of various federal agencies and national groups combating the DUI problem. 

This analysis developed five primary recommendations from these survey findings, as well as 34 other    
recommendations.  

Many are also supported in Countermeasures That Work, 2015, National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration.  

 Make a third DUI offense a felony. This will result in both stiffer penalties and the opportunity for        
offenders to take earlier the highly effective residential addiction treatment WATCH program offered    
by Department of Corrections.  

 Require either close monitoring or ignition interlocks for first-time DUI offenders, giving judges 
the discretion of which to require based on availability, costs, and needs of the offender and society. 
Costs shall be paid for by the offender, except where the indigent may need local or state government 
assistance to accomplish the required monitoring or use of interlock devices.  

 Require the use of well-publicized Sobriety Checkpoints by law enforcement and provide additional 
funding to encourage their regular use for maximum effectiveness.  

 Require the state to electronically collect annual DUI case statistics by court and judge, including 
the number of DUI cases heard, the number of DUI cases dismissed, MT DUI Task Forces and Judges 
DUI Survey Analysis and Recommendations June 2018 4 the number of DUI cases pled to lesser of-
fenses, the number of DUI cases resulting in DUI convictions, and any other statistics that help the state 
assess the effectiveness of these courts in dealing with DUI cases.  

 Allow law enforcement to request an electronic warrant to determine the breath alcohol content of a 
first-time DUI suspect refusing to take the breathalyzer test.  

 

Read More > DUI Task Survey Analysis and Recommendations: 

https://leg.mt.gov/content/Committees/Interim/2017-2018/Law-and-Justice/Meetings/July-2018/Exhibits/dui-
task-force-survey-letter-ljic-july-2018.pdf 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Survey data suggests about 2 million middle and high school students are routinely vaping.  

WELLNESS / FOR PARENTS 

How to Tell if Your Kid Is Vaping 

Short-term data and common sense confirm that vaping and kids is a bad combination. Research supports 
the notion that e-cigs are a potential gateway to consuming traditional tobacco products, leading to another 
generation of kids who will become exposed to tobacco’s known harmful effects. We also know that kids who 
vape are more likely to use marijuana and other inhalants.  

Here’s what you should look for to intervene early and reduce your child’s risk: 

Increased thirst. Vaping is hydroscopic, meaning the process of vaping removes hydration from skin of the 
mouth and throat. This leaves users with a dry, flat palate. As a natural consequence, the body craves liquids 
to combat dehydration. If you see your child heavily increasing their liquid consumption (and also peeing 
more), they may be vaping. 

Desire for flavor. Moisture is key to enjoying the flavor of foods. When the mouth is dried out, you lose flavor 
perception. So, with routine vaping, food can become less flavorful. This even has a name: “vaper's tongue.” 
If your teen is reaching for the salt or enjoying unusually spicy foods, this may be a clue. 

Pneumonia. Research suggests that outside of the problems with nicotine exposure, there are nanoparticles 
present in e-cig vapor that cause inflammation in the lungs. When lungs get inflamed, it can lead to pockets of 
bacterial infection and cause pneumonia. 

Finding unfamiliar USB drives, battery chargers or spare parts. E-cig devices do have parts and cartridg-
es that need to be exchanged and replaced. Commonly, these parts are spare wires, cotton balls or small 
containers (“pods”) that contain e-juice. If your teen is carrying an unfamiliar tech-looking device, or if there 
are interesting items in their trash bin, I might ask 

Source > U.S. NEWS HEALTH 

https://health.usnews.com/wellness/for-parents/articles/2018-07-27/how-to-tell-if-your-kid-is-vaping 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students… Keep yourself and friends safe 

Prescription Drugs should only be taken when prescribed for legitimate health issues, and never taken 
recreationally.  Here are some ways you can keep yourself and your friends safe:  

 Don’t assume that prescription drugs aren’t as dangerous as illegal drugs – they are! 

 You (and your parents) should read the information that comes with the prescription and that is        
written on the container and take them only according to these instructions. That includes the          
dosage prescribed and the length of time. 

 Understand that one prescription pill or the wrong mixture of medications (even over-the counter)     
can be deadly, especially when combined with alcohol. 

 Don’t be tempted to take a friend’s Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) medicine to study or stay 
awake.  An overdose of these medications can cause anxiety, panic, tremors, irregular heartbeat,  
dangerously high body temperatures, and even a heart attack. 

 Form friendships with people who aren’t using prescription drugs so you aren’t pressured or tempted 
to take them yourself. 

 Avoid parties or other social situations where drugs will be included.  Don’t let yourself get caught      
up in Pharm and Skittles parties – they are EXTREMELY dangerous! 

 Know the signs of prescription drug overdose.  If you find yourself in a situation where a friend has   
taken prescription drugs, with or without alcohol, watch over them closely until you know for sure they 
are OK. Get emergency help immediately if there’s ANY sign they’re in trouble. REMEMBER: Real 
Friends Don’t Let Friends Die! 

 If you’re concerned that a friend may be becoming addicted, encourage them to talk to a parent or  
other trusted adult. If that fails, don’t be afraid to seek an adult’s help yourself. It’s better for you to 
have them be mad at you than to have them die or become addicted because you didn’t come to         
their rescue. 

Check out the NIDA for Teens website, where there’s a wealth of information about the dangers of        
prescription drugs: 

https://teens.drugabuse.gov/ 



Community Outreach & Partnerships 

 

Brass Plaque Presentation to Frank Parrish Jr. Director & Chief, Montana State University           

Police Department, by Bozeman Elks Lodge #463.  

Presented to MONTANA STATE POLICE DEPARTMENT For Their Continuing Commitment and 

Dedication for the Students and Staff of Montana State University Through Drug Awareness and 

Prevention Education. 

There is now another Prescription Drug Take-Back Box in Southwest Montana at Montana State 

University Police Department and funded by the Elks National Foundation Beacon Grant. 

As prescription drug abuse increases in our communities, its become as important as ever to safely 

and responsibly dispose of unused prescription medications. 

And due to environmental pollution concerns, it is no longer safe to dispose of these drugs down 

the drain. 

That means the responsibility is on the owner to dispose these drugs at drug take back programs, 

or risk leaving them in medicine cabinets where children & teens can often get to them. 

 

Learn More > http://c-coda.org/prescription_drugs/proper_disposal 

 

 


